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Abstract. Aiming at the problem that the traditional equalization algorithm under impulse noise is difficult to 

suppress impulse noise and achieve equalization, a new modified variable step size FLOM-CMA algorithm based on 

Lorentzian function is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm has modified the cost function to made full use 

of the phase information of signal to correct the phase rotation. Also, by  adjusting the FLOM of cost function, that 

impulse noise is  restrained effectively. Furthermore, the Lorentzian function is use to update the step size to make 

sure it is  is appropriate for each equalization point. Simulation experiments show that, compared with FLOM-CMA 

and VS-FLOM-CMA, the proposed algorithm that the proposed algorithm achieves higher convergence accuracy 

with similar convergence speed. And under different impulse noise conditions, the robustness of the algorithm is 

better. 

1 Introduction  

When a digital signal is transmitted in a high-speed 

communication system with limited bandwidth, inter-

symbols-interference (ISI) will inevitably occur. At the 

same time, affected by noise in the transmission channel, 

which may cause an increase in the signal error rate (SER) 

and the reliability of the communication system would be 

affected. Therefore, the channel equalization technique is 

needed to compensate or reduce the distortion of signal,  

which is caused by objective factors[1]. The traditional 

equalization algorithms can be classified into non-blind 

and blind equalization according to whether the priori 

information or training sequences for transmitting signal 

is needed. Since the non-blind equalization algorithms 

require additional training sequences, and the training 

sequence will occupy a limited bandwidth, which is not 

suitable for high-speed digital communication systems[2]. 

In order to improve the frequency band utilization 

effectively, the blind equalization algorithm has been 

widely studied in recent years. 

One of the most famous blind equalization algorithm 

is the Constant modulus algorithm (CMA). CMA is based 

on Bussgang theory and updates the equalizer weight 

vector by solving the optimal solution of the cost function. 

The algorithm is simple in structure and easy to 

implement, but the convergence accuracy is low and the 

phase signal rotation cannot be corrected[4]. And then, 

the modified constant modulus algorithm (MMA) is 

proposed to correct the phase rotation of the signal by 

calculating the real and imaginary parts of the signal[4], 

but the convergence accuracy of MMA is still low.  On 

this basis, improved blind equalization algorithms for 

different signals emerge one after another[2, 4]. Most of 

these algorithms are proposed under Gaussian noise, 

however, owing to the environmental and human factors 

such as thunderstorm and multi-user interference, 

additive noise is often not subject to Gaussian distribution 

in wireless channels[5]. In recent years, scholars have 

found that noise in the actual environment often exhibits 

pulse characteristics and the alpha stable distribution is 

proved to be the best model to simulate this noise[6]. 

The traditional equalization algorithm performs 

poorly under impulse noise. In order to overcome this 

shortcoming, a constant modulus algorithm based on 

fractional lower moments (FLOM-CMA) has been 

proposed[7]. By adjusting the second moment in the cost 

function to the fractional lower moment, the FLOM-

CMA algorithm achieves the purpose of effectively 

suppressing the impulse noise and achieving blind 

equalization of the signal. Due to the poor convergence 

accuracy and speed of FLOM-CMA, by introducing the 

recursive least square theory, a RLS-CMA algorithm is 

proposed in [8] to achieve faster convergence accuracy, 

but it can not correct the phase rotation of signal, and the 

performance is affected by the constant iterative step size. 

Similar to MMA, a variable step size FLOM-CMA has 

been proposed by calculating the real and imaginary parts 

of the signal separately[5], which can effectively correct 

the phase rotation and improve the convergence speed. 

But algorithm has limited ability to suppress pulses. On 

this basis, in order to achieve better equalization effect 

while suppressing impulse noise, some combination 

algorithms based on different equalization models are 

constantly proposed for different conditions[9], however, 
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the combination algorithm will bring a large amount of 

calculation.  

In this paper, we have study the blind equalization 

algorithm in impulse noise and proposed a new modified 

variable step size FLOM-CMA. In order to suppress the 

impulse components, we have adjusting the  fractional 

lower order statistics. Also, we have make full use of the 

phase and amplitude information of signal by calculating 

the real and imaginary parts respectively, so the rotation 

of signal have been corrected. In addition, we use the 

Lorentzian function to control the iteration step size of 

equalizer The simulation results show that the proposed 

algorithm not only improves the ability of pulse 

suppression but also achieves more precise convergence. 

2 System Model and Basic Theory 

2.1 Equalization Model 

In wireless digital communication system, we assume 

that the source signal ( )nx  are independent and 

identically distributed (i.i.d). After modulation, it is 

transmitted in the channel. In this paper, we assume the 

transmitted signal is the base-band signal. Then, the 

received signal can be defined as 
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Where  Lhhh ,, 10=h  is the unknown channel 

impulse response with the length of L, )(nv is assumed as 

the additive impulse noise which is introduced in the 

wireless channel. After the blind equalization processing, 

the output signal can be expressed as 
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Where  TMwww 110 ,, −= w  is an M-tap equalizer; 

( )ny is the equalized signal, after through the decision 

device, we can obtain ( )nx̂ , which is the decision output 

signal of the equalization system.  

2.1 Noise Model 

With the development of communication technology, the 
electromagnetic interference is often encountered in 
wireless channels. The Gauss noise model is no longer 
appropriate, and the actual noise is often considered to be 
subject to Alpha stable distribution. There is no closed 
form probability density function expression for stable 
distribution, so we can use the characteristic function to 
define it [6] 
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Where ( )sgn is  the sign function, As we can see in 

the above equation, there is four parameters denote a 

Alpha-stable distribution, which are the characteristic 

parameter ( )20  , the scale parameter ( )0 , 

the symmetry parameter ( )11 −  and the location 

parameter ( )Raa  . Separately,  describes the tail 

thickness and the size of impulse outliers;  , similar to 

the variance of Gaussian noise, describes the degree of 
noise deviating from the mean;  is always assume to be 

zero, then the Alpha-stable distribution turns to be the 
symmetric  -stable( SS ). Research shows that SS  

can effectively simulate the most kind of impulse noise in 
different transmission channel, so it is adopted in this 
paper. 

2.3 Fractional lower Order Moment 

Because there is no second order and higher order 

moments of SS distribution noise, the traditional 

algorithm based on signal higher-order statistics can not 

be used in impulsive noise environment. Fractional lower 

order moment (FLOM), as a substitute for higher order 

moment, is one of the effective methods for signal 

processing in impulsive noise, which can be defined as[6] 
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Where, random variable X  is assuming to obey the 

SS  distribution. ( ),pC  is a constant determined 

FLOM p and  , and ( ) 


−−=
0

1 dtetx tx  is the gamma 

function.  

If joint  random variable nXX ,,1   is independent 

and identically distributed to SS distribution, we can 

define that   ( ),0,

1

1
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3 The Proposed Algorithm 

Based on the above analysis, in order to obtain better  

blind equalization performance, the structure of our new 

modified variable step-size FLOM-CMA is shown in 

Fig.1. 

 

Figure 1. The structure of our proposed algorithm. 

 As we can see in Fig.1, after transmitted in wireless 

channel and affected by additive  noise, the received 

signals ( )nr  need to be equalized. In order to achieve the 
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purpose of suppressing impulse noise, the traditional cost 

function of FLOM-CMA can be defined as 

 ( ) ( )
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Where ( )  ( ) p

r

p
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modulus value,  2p  is the FLOM. According to the 

steepest gradient descent method, our goal is to calculate 

the optimal solution of the cost function, then, iterating 

equalizer weight vector by the optimal solution. The 

FLOM is only used in the ( ) p
ny , but actually, after 

subtracted from the constant R , ( ) p
ny can still be 

regarded as SS  distribution, if we use the second order 

moments here, the impulse components are still larger. 

Therefore, through comparative analysis, in order to 

effectively correct phase rotation and suppress impulse 

noise better, we have modified the cost function to be  
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Where ( )nyr and ( )nyi is the real and imaginary part 

of ( )ny ;  2q is the FLOM. And for complex signals 

( ) ( ) ( )njxnxnx ir += , the constant modulus value of real 

and imaginary part can be defined as 
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= . Therefore, the iterative expression 

of equalization weight vector can be expressed as  
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Where  is the iterative step size of the proposed 

algorithm; according to the steepest gradient descent 

method, we can obtain the iterative error is  
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The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it 

avoids the calculation of the second-order moments in the 

cost function and calculates the real part and the 

imaginary part of the signal separately, which can not 

only suppress the impulse noise better, but also make full 

use of the amplitude and phase information of the signal.  

For blind equalization algorithms with fixed iteration 

step size, the sharpest problem in equalization algorithms 

is that there is often an inverse relationship between the 

convergence accuracy and the convergence speed. For 

example, when the iterative step size of the algorithm is 

large, the convergence speed would be faster, but the 

convergence accuracy would be reduced. But when we 

reduce the step size to improve the accuracy, the 

convergence time will be long. To solve this problem, the 

variable step size is very necessary. Most equalizers and 

filters use Sigmoid function or its deformation to iterate 

the step size. The variable step size algorithm based on 

Sigmoid function can improve the performance of blind 

equalization to a certain extent. However, when the 

decision error ( ) ( ) ( )nynxnd −= ˆ  is close to 0,  the step 

size changes greatly, which means that the step size is 

still larger when it is in steady state. So in this paper, we 

use the Lorentzian function to control the step size of our 

equalization algorithm[10], the expression of our 

proposed variable step size is 
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Where  controls the range of changes;  defines the 

shape when the function tends to be stable, in this paper, 

we set 1= . Then the equalization weight vector of the 

new modified variable step size FLOM-CMA algorithm 

in this paper can be rewrite as  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nncnqnn −=+ rww 1

 

(13) 

Where ( )n and ( )nc  are given by Eq.(12) and Eq.(11). 

4 Simulation Results 

In order to verify the performance of our proposed 

algorithm, we have compared the performance of FLOM-

CMA, VS-FLOS-MCMA[5] and the proposed algorithm 

in this paper under different impulse noise conditions 

through simulation experiments in this section. ISI is 

applied here to evaluate the convergence performance of 

each algorithm 
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Where ( ) ( )nnCn wh =  is the convolution of the 

channel impulse response and the weight vector of blind 

equalizer. For the SS noise with scale parameter  , the 

generalized signal-to-noise ration (GSNR) can be defined 

as ( ) 2lg10GSNR s= , and
2
s is the variance of the 

input signal ( )nx . 

The experiment mainly adopts 16QAM signal with 

data length 10000=N ; all three blind equalization 

algorithms adopt initial equalizer with length 9=M  and 

center tap coefficient 1; the iteration step size for FLOM-

CMA is  0015.0= and for VS-FLOS-MCMA and our 

proposed algorithm 0015.0= ; and the fractional lower 

moment is 8.0== qp . 

Firstly, we set 8.1= , GSNR=25dB and assume that 

the impulse response of  channel is 
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Fig.2 is the output constellation diagram of  the three 

algorithms after convergence. As we can see, when the 

algorithms converge, all the three algorithms can separate 

the constellation of 16QAM, but it is obvious that 

FLOM-CMA can not correct the phase rotation of the 

signal. And compared with VS-FLOM-MCMA, the 

degree of convergence of the  proposed algorithm in this 

paper is ever higher. 

 
(a)Received  Signal             (b) FLOM-CMA 

 
(c)VS-FLOM-MCMA   (d) The proposed algorithm 

Figure 2. The constellations of different algorithm after 

convergence. 

Secondly, we compare the convergence performance 

of the each algorithm in different SS noise through 100 

Monte Carlo experiments, and the experimental 

parameters remain unchanged here. We fixed 8.1=  to 

compare the curves of  GSNR=25dB and GSNR=20dB. 

The results is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4. 

 

(a)GSNR=25dB                     (b)GSNR=20dB. 

Figure 3. The ISI curves of different algorithm  

In Fig.3, we can find that both of these algorithms  

converge at around 2500 sampling points, which means 

that the convergence speed of them are similar. When the 

algorithms have converged, the ISI of the FLOM-CMA is 

nearly -19dB;  by use the variable-step size algorithm, the 

VS-FLOM-MCMA has improved the ISI curves about 

4dB with the condition that the speed of convergence 

does not increase significantly. But for our proposed 

algorithm, the step size corresponding to the equalization 

of each sampling point can be calculated more accurately 

by the variable step size algorithm based on Lorentzian  

function. So, as its shown in Fig.3, the ISI of our 

algorithm is about -28dB, which is better than the other 

two algorithms. Comparing Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b), when 

the GSNR becomes smaller, the performance of the three 

algorithms have dropped a little, but our proposed 

algorithm is still better than FLOM-CMA and VS-

FLOM-CMA. 

5 Conclusion 

In order to achieve better performance blind equalization 

while effectively suppressing impulse noise, we have 

mainly studied the blind equalization algorithm in 

SS noise and proposes a new modified variable step 

size FLOM-CMA algorithm, which is based on 

Lorentzian function. The proposed algorithm adjusts the 

FLOM of the cost function, and calculates the real and 

imaginary parts of the signal separately. Therefore, the 

phase rotation of the signal is effectively corrected, and at 

the same time, the step size is updated according to the 

Lorentzian function, a higher convergence precision is 

achieved under the condition that the convergence speed  

does not increase. The performance of the proposed 

algorithm is verified by several experiments, and the 

results show that the algorithm can not only suppress the 

pulse noise better, but also achieve higher convergence 

accuracy. 
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